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Abstract—Ash dieback, acute oak decline (AOD) and Xylella
Fastidiosa are Emerging Infectious Diseases (EIDs) that have
spread rapidly in European forests during the last decade. Quar-
antine measurements have mostly failed to repress the outbreaks
and millions of trees have already been infected. Identifying
infected trees in a non-destructive manner is of high importance
for monitoring, managing and preventing EIDs. The aim of
this paper is to examine the capabilities of Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) on evaluating the internal structure of tree-trunks
and detecting tree-decay associated with EIDs. Traditionally
used processing schemes tuned for GPR line-acquisitions are
modified accordingly to be compatible with the new measurement
configurations. In particular, a detection framework is presented
based on a modified Kirchhoff and a reverse-time migration.
Both of the aforementioned methodologies are compatible with
measurements taken along closed irregular curves assuming a
homogeneous permittivity distribution. To that extent, prior to
migration, a novel focal criterion is used that estimates the bulk
permittivity of the host medium from the measured B-Scans.
The suggested detection scheme is successfully tested on both
numerical and laboratory measurements, indicating that GPR
has the potential to become a coherent and practical tool for
detecting tree-decay associated with EIDs.
Index Terms—Ash dieback, acute oak decline, AOD, emerging
infectious diseases, EIDs, forestry, ground penetrating radar,
GPR, Kirchhoff, migration, reverse-time migration, signal pro-
cessing, tree, trunk, Xylella Fastidiosa.
I. INTRODUCTION
WOODLANDS and forests have undergone significantchanges the last century due to invasive Emerging
Infectious Diseases (EIDs) caused by pathogens, pests and
fungi [1], [2]. Recent examples include the European beech
decline [3], the chestnut blight that almost brought the chestnut
trees of North America to an extinction [4], [5] and the
dutch elm disease that caused significant damage to the elm
forests in central Europe [6]. Clear evidences suggest that
modern socioeconomic factors such as accelerating human
population [7], international travelling [2], global timber trade
[1] and artificial erosion of geographic barriers [2], have
largely increased the spreading rate of invasive pathogens [7].
In addition, climate change has raised the global temperature
which has further contributed to the spreading of EIDs [2],
[3].
The reasons above led to an exponential increase of EIDs
[1]. It is indicative that from 1995-2010, EIDs have showed
a 13-fold increase [8]. The most prominent of them are the
ash dieback, the acute oak decline (AOD) and the Xylella
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Fastidiosa. Ash dieback is a major threat to European ash
forests [9] with high susceptibility [10] and mortality rates [9].
It was confirmed in UK in 2012 [1] and it has rapidly spread
since then mostly in Wales and southeast England [9]. Apart
from ash dieback, AOD is another recently introduced EID that
poses a major threat to European oak populations [11]. AOD
is a multi-agent EID that has spread rapidly in the UK the
last decade [11]. The progression of the disease is particularly
fast and can lead to tree-mortality within 3-5 years [11]. Ash
dieback and AOD have already infected thousands of trees in
the UK, nonetheless their impact is dwarfed in comparison
to the millions of trees affected by Xylella Fastidiosa in
Italy [13]. Xylella Fastidiosa is a vector-transmitted, slow
progressing bacterium [14], [15] that has spread in Italy with
devastating effects to the overall population of olive trees
[13]. Italy has declared state of emergency since 2015 and is
now under European quarantine control [16]. The international
scientific community and the media [17] have underlined that
under the current framework, eradication of EIDs is a laborious
task and new forestry approaches should be developed for
monitoring and diagnosing EIDs [2].
Tree decay and compartmentalization of decay (CONDIT)
are non-visible structures associated with the overall health
and structural integrity of trees [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23].
Drilling approaches for measuring the compactness [24] and
the electrical conductivity [25] of the inner trunk have been
widely employed for detecting decay. Destructive methods,
although reliable, they are time-consuming and they can cause
irreversible damage to the outer bark making the tree more
susceptible to pathogens, fungi and pests. Consequently, non-
intrusive methodologies are off high importance when it comes
to monitoring and containing EDIs and recent developments
on remote sensing have shown promising results on that front
[17].
Exploration geophysics and non-destructive testing (NDT)
for wood monitoring [26], [27] can provide efficient and
accurate diagnostic tools against EIDs. The most mainstream
NDT methods applied for wood monitoring are the electrical
resistivity tomography [28], [29], [30], [31], the acoustic
tomography [32], [33] and ground penetrating radar (GPR)
[34], [35], [36], [37]. Regarding GPR, microwave imaging
using wide angle refraction measurements [40] and ray-
based tomography [41] have shown promising results under
laboratory conditions. Microwave imaging requires multiple
measurements using bespoke antenna systems with separate
transmitters and receivers. This configuration differs from typ-
ical GPR surveys, which they usually rely on common-offset
(CO) commercial antennas [42]. The latter are particularly
appealing due to their minimum computational and operational
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requirements making them suitable for large scale forestry
applications [43].
In the context of CO-GPR, –and in an effort to develop
commercially appealing and practical methodologies– a polar-
based interpretation of B-Scans is presented in [34], [37],
[38], a layer-based classification is described in [39] and a
signal processing scheme for estimating the origins and the
sizes of the decay is proposed in [43]. The main drawback
of the aforementioned techniques is that they require manual
processing and characterization. Due to that, the interpretation
is relied on the experience and the expertise of the GPR
practitioner on correctly identifying and characterizing reflec-
tion patterns associated with potential decay. To tackle this,
a semi-automatic migration-based framework using CO-GPR
configuration is proposed in this paper.
Migration has been initially applied in seismic surveys [44]
and has been successfully extrapolated to GPR [42] due to the
similarities between GPR and seismic wave phenomena. From
landmine detection [45], [46], [47] and cross-borehole surveys
[48] to surface profiling [49] and target detection in multi-
layered scenarios [50], migration has proven its status as one
of the most popular interpretation tools in the GPR community
primarily due to its accuracy and minimum computational
requirements. Regarding measurements along closed curves,
Kirchhoff migration has been applied for column investigation
[51] and preliminary results are given on the applications of
linear inversion subject to a cylindrical host medium [52],
[53]. Kirchhoff migration is an appealing choice for tree
investigations due to its flexibility on dealing with varying
topography and irregular measurements [54], [55]. In the
current paper, a scaled Kirchhoff migration is used in order to
successfully reconstruct the scattering sources within the trunk
assuming a homogeneous velocity. To complement Kirchhoff
migration, a reverse-time (RT) migration is used in an effort
to detect early decay in scenarios with low signal to clutter
ratio. The employed RT-migration uses a second order in
both space and time finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method [59], [60] to back-propagate the measured fields. RT
migration is a powerful reconstruction technique that has
gained its reputation through its flexibility on dealing with
complex media subject to irregular measurements [61], [62].
RT migration can be applied to both wide-angle [48] and CO-
GPR configurations [63] and when it is coupled with FDTD
can deal with anisotropic materials with arbitrary distributions
in a straightforward manner [61]. For the current problem,
the velocity structure of the trunk is not trivially available.
Consequently, the velocity of the trunk is assumed to be
homogeneous and it is estimated using auto-focusing criteria
[56], [57], [58].
Migration is a linear imaging method that assumes point
scatterers acting as impressed sources initiated at time zero
[44]. Repetitive reflections (ringing noise) between tree-layers
and cross-coupling violate these conditions and introduce
artifacts and clutter to the reconstructed image. Singular value
decomposition filter (SVD) [64] has proven very effective on
dealing with ringing noise on tree surveys [43] and it is applied
here as part of a pre-processing step prior to the migration. In
addition, the post-migrated data are squared and smoothed in
order to increase the overall signal to clutter ratio.
The aim of this paper is to develop a semi-automatic
processing scheme that can accurately detect the presence of
early decay in trees. To achieve this aim, a multi-stage data
processing methodology is proposed based on the aforemen-
tioned sequential steps i.e. pre-processing, migration and post-
processing, combined with the wheel-based positioning de-
scribed in [43]. Both numerical and laboratory measurements
are used to support the premise that CO-GPR commercial
antennas coupled with the proposed detection scheme can
become a robust diagnostic tool against EIDs.
II. METHODOLOGY
The main core of the proposed methodology is the qual-
itative reconstruction of the internal structure of trees us-
ing Kirchhoff [54] and RT migration [61]. These methods
complement each other and they provide robust and efficient
interpretation tools for tree-surveys. The measurement con-
figuration applied throughout the paper consists of parallel
scans orthogonal to the main axis of the trunk. Prior to
migration, every A-Scan should be assigned with a specific
set of coordinates (x, y) ∈ R. Commercial CO-GPR systems
utilize a wheel-measuring device to position each A-Scan.
This approach is suitable for line measurements in half-
spaces but is not applicable when measurements are taken
on irregular surfaces [43]. To that extend –and similar to
[43]– an arc-length parametarization [66], [67] is used here
in order to transform the wheel-based measured distance to
2D coordinates.
Initially, the shape of the trunk is digitized {x, y ∈
R | x, y > 0} using n points along the surface of the trunk.
Spline interpolation is then employed in order to map the
coordinates to the parametric variable {t ∈ Rn | t ∈ [0, 1]}.
This results to a continuous vector F = 〈P (t), L(t)〉 that
relates the coordinates of the investigated complex-shape to
the arbitrary parametric variable t. We want to express the
vector F with respect to the distance from a given reference
point such as to be consistent with the typical measurement
configuration applied in CO-GPR acquisitions. To that extend,
we evaluate the arc-length of the vector F with respect to



















The integral in (1) is evaluated numerically [43] for different
values of τ and subsequently a spline interpolation is used
to map the values of τ with respect to s. Therefore, from
a given distance s, its equivalent t can be calculated. Thus,
the position of every point on the investigated surface can be
written in a vector format as F = 〈P (t(s)), L(t(s))〉, where
P (t(s)) and L(t(s)) are real scalar functions that represent
the coordinates on the surface of the trunk with respect to the
distance {s ∈ R | s > 0} from a reference point.
Subsequently, a pre-processing step is executed that includes
a zero-offset removal, a time-zero correction, a linear time-
varying gain and an SVD filter [64]. For the case-studies
examined in this paper it has been derived that filtering out two
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to twelve dominant eigenvalues sufficiently removes ringing
noise and cross-coupling phenomena. For more details regard-
ing the pre-processing step and the arc-length parametarization
the reader is referred to [43].
The filtered B-Scans are now in a suitable format for the
modified Kirchhoff and the RT migration. Although special
care is taken in the pre-processing step to remove unwanted
signal, nonetheless, the reconstructed internal structure of the
trunk is still corrupted with migration-artifacts and remaining
clutter. In an effort to further increase the overall signal to
clutter ratio and facilitate interpretation, the post-migrated im-
ages are squared and subsequently smoothed using a Gaussian
blur filter [65]. The above processing pipeline consists of
sequential steps with minimum computational requirements.
Pre-processing, migration and post-processing can be executed
in mainstream computers within reasonable time which makes
the suggested framework commercially appealing for large
scale forestry applications.
A. Modified Kirchhoff Migration
The Kirchhoff integral for t = 0 and subject to an arbitrary


























where W (r, t) is the filtered B-Scan measured at the position
r = 〈x, y, z〉 and W ′(r, t) = ∂W (r,t)∂t is the derivative of the
filtered B-Scan with respect to time t. The vector r ∈ S0 where
S0 is a closed surface in the 3D space. The reconstructed
image is denoted as Q(rm) where rm = 〈xm, ym, zm〉 are the
Cartesian coordinates of the investigated point. The distance
between the investigated point rm and a point at the surface
S0 is given by R = ||r−rm||. The velocity of the medium v is
assumed to be homogeneous and is given in m/s. Notice that
the velocity v used in (2) is half the actual velocity in order to
compensate for the two-way travel time present in CO-GPR
measurements. Lastly, the derivative ∂R∂n is the derivative of
the distance R on the direction normal to the surface S0.
In the current paper, the measurements are taken along
the surface of the tree on equidistant and parallel scans with
respect to the ground. Consequently, the measurement-grid is
dense along the circumference and sparse along the main axis
of the trunk. Due to that, 3D migration will have negligible
advantages compared to pseudo-3D migration consisted of 2D
migrated slices on the x, y plane (parallel to the ground) [68].
In that context, and in order to reduce the complexity and
keep the algorithm computationally efficient, a 2D migration is
performed for each circular scan and the results are combined
to a pseudo-3D image. The generalized Kirchhoff integral for
2D is now evaluated over the closed curve T0, a continuous
and differentiable function that lies on the x, y plane. The
vectors rm and r are now fixed at the z axis.
Utilizing the arc-parametarization of the trunk [43], T0 is
approximated using the vector F = 〈P (s), L(s)〉. Notice that r
denotes a 3D set of points that lie along the curve F. Therefore,
the Kirchhoff integral for a 2D curve T0 along a constant depth




















































































































Fig. 1. Two case studies used to illustrate the capabilities of the scaled
entropy on estimating the bulk permittivity of the host medium. Three low
dielectric targets (ε = 2) are buried in a homogeneous medium with A) ε = 7
and B) ε = 14. The targets are illustrated with solid black lines. The right
images illustrate the migrated data using the velocities estimated based on the
scaled entropy (9). The left images show the scaled entropy (9) calculated for
different ε ∈ [1, 18].


























where now R(s,m) = ||rm−F|| and M is the circumference
of the tree i.e. the maximum distance s from the reference
point.




in (3) can be
easily evaluated in a continuous manner since each A-Scan is
properly positioned with respect to the distance s using the arc-





is evaluated numerically using a second order
finite-difference scheme. The directional derivative ∂R∂n denotes
the derivative of the distance R on the direction normal to
the curve F. Therefore, ∂R∂n can be written as
∂R
∂n = ∇R · n
[69], where n = A||A|| is the unit vector orthogonal to F i.e.
A = 〈∂L(s)∂s ,
−∂P (s)
∂s 〉 [69]. Lastly, the velocity v is estimated
using the focal criterion described in Section II.C.
The integral in (3) can be evaluated numerically in a
straightforward manner with minimum computational require-
ments. The numerical evaluation of (3) can be seen as a
diffraction summation scaled with respect to the distance R
and to the directional derivative ∂R∂n . The latter, increases the
contribution from the segments in F that are aligned with the
orthogonal lines to F that pass from the investigated point
rm. Through this, directivity aspects are incorporated in the
migration making the process more robust and accurate. Scal-
ing the diffraction summation with respect to R increases the
contribution of early reflections and masks deeper structures.
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where Rm = min
s∈[0,M ]
R(s,m). This implies that every diffrac-
tion summation is scaled with respect to a normalized distance.
The distance is normalized subject to the minimum distance
R(s,m) between the investigated point rm and the closed
curve F. Using this approach, each diffraction curve is inde-
pendently scaled based on its minimum distance from F. In the
original Kirchhoff migration (3), late reflections are repressed
in general regardless of the diffraction curve. In the modified
scheme (4), late reflections with respect to the diffraction apex
are repressed. Thus, scaling still occurs but it is no more biased
to shallow targets.
B. Reverse-Time Migration
Maxwell’s equations for linear, non-dispersive and non-
magnetic media are given by [70]
∇×H = ε∂E
∂t
+ σE + J (5)




∇ · (εE) = ρ (7)
∇ · (µ0H) = 0 (8)
where the vectors E = 〈Ex, Ey, Ez〉 and H = 〈Hx, Hy, Hz〉
are the electric and the magnetic fields respectively, σ is
the conductivity, ε is the permittivity, µ0 is the magnetic
permeability of free space, ρ is the charge intensity per cubic
meter and J = 〈Jx, Jy, Jz〉 represents the impressed current
density [60].
In RT-migration for CO-GPR, the filtered B-Scan W (F, t)
for the interval {[0, tmax] ∈ R| tmax > 0} is initially
reversed with respect to time W (F, tmax − t). Subsequently,
the reversed measurements are used as inputs for the im-
pressed current sources Ju(F, t) = W (F, tmax − t), where
u ∈ {x, y, z} is the polarization of the receiver. Notice that
the forward model must be evaluated only one time since the
impressed sources Ju are excited simultaneously and not in a
sequential manner like a typical B-Scan. This greatly reduces
the computational time necessary for the backpropagation
of the received signals. Similar to Kirchhoff migration, the
velocity used in the RT migration is half the actual velocity
in order to effectively simulate the two-way travel-time. Using
the revised velocity structure and the reversed current sources,
the electric and the magnetic fields are back-propagated until
the diffractions collapse to their origin at E(rm, t = 0) [61].
In the proposed scheme, the fields are back-propagated
using a second order TM-FDTD [59], [60]. A 2D configuration
is chosen in order to further reduce the computational require-
ments. A TM-FDTD consists of Ez, Hx, Hy . Thus, the polar-
ization of the antenna is assumed to be parallel to the main axis
of the tree and perpendicular to the curve of measurements T0.
TABLE I
THE EXTENDED DEBYE PROPERTIES OF THE TREE LAYERS [43]
Name WC ε∞ ∆ε σ (Ω−1m−1) t0 (sec)
Cabdium layer 40 % 9 43 1 9.23e-12
Outer Sapwood 30 % 6.1 12.36 0.033 9.23e-12
Inner Sapwood 25 % 5.9 9.66 0.02 9.23e-12
Rings 10 % 5.4 3.1 0.0083 9.23e-12
Heartwood 5 % 5.22 1.43 0.005 9.23e-12
Bark 0 % 5 0 0 9.23e-12












































































































Fig. 2. The simulated trees (A, B) represent generic semi-saturated hardwoods
with both inner/outer sapwood and a dry heartwood at the centre. The decay
are hollow complex-shaped voids with varying sizes placed within the outer
sapwood. The shape of the bark does not deviate much from a circle and
therefore the measurements for the current case studies follow a circular
configuration (white lines).
Consequently, the revised impressed sources are implemented
as z-polarized soft line-sources Jz(F, t) = W (F, tmax−t) and
the resulting migrated image equals with Q(rm) = Ez(rm, 0).
RT-migration using FDTD is subjected to large numerical
errors due to the low velocities needed to be implemented
(half the estimated velocity) [60]. Numerical dispersion is
proportional to the implemented permittivity [60] and can be
reduced either through increasing the order of accuracy or
decreasing the discretization step [71]. To that extend, for all
the case studies examined in this paper, a small discretization
step is chosen ∆x = ∆y = 1 mm. and the time step ∆t
is calculated subject to the Courant stability conditions [60].
Consequently, each A-Scan of W (F, tmax − t) is interpolated
in time in order to be synchronized with the employed ∆t. To
repress boundary effects, FDTD is effectively truncated using
the time-synchronized convolutional perfectly matched layer
(PML) [72] with ten-layer thickness.
C. Auto-focusing
Applying migration to dense measurements subject to an
accurate estimation of the bulk permittivity should result
to a sharp and focused image [58]. Therefore, there is an
underlying relationship between the sharpness of the migrated
image and the estimated velocity of the medium [58]. This
rational is exploited in auto-focusing methods in which the
migration is executed for a range of ε and the sharpness for
each migrated image is then calculated. The permittivity that
results to the most focused-sharp image is used to approximate
the bulk permittivity of the host medium [58].
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Fig. 3. The scaled entropy for the two synthetic case studies illustrated in
Figure 2. The global maximum for both of the tree samples occurs at ε ≈ 17.
Estimating the sharpness of an image is not a trivial task and
different focal criteria have been reported in the literature [58].
For the case studies presented in this paper, a scaled entropy
coupled with Kirchhoff migration is proven an accurate and
reliable criterion for estimating the bulk permittivity of the host
medium. The scaled entropy is proportional to the sharpness





where {pi ∈ R | pi > 0 ∀i} is the histogram values of
the investigated image Q(rm) and n is the total number of
histograms rm. Prior to auto-focusing, the pre-processing step
should be applied in order to remove unwanted clutter and
ringing noise. The latter can give rise to artifacts that can
compromise the accuracy and reliability of (9).
Figure 1 illustrates how the estimated permittivity affects
F in (9). Two numerical studies are examined in which three
low-dielectric targets with ε = 2 are incorporated in a homoge-
neous medium. In the first case, the permittivity of the medium
is ε = 7 and in the second case ε = 14. A 2D-FDTD is used
for the simulations with ∆x = ∆y = 1 mm and ∆t follows
the Courant stability condition [60]. Circular measurements
are taken every four degrees using a mono-static configuration
with central frequency equals to 1.5 GHz. The proposed
detection scheme is applied to the raw data (pre-processing,
migration, post-processing). The modified Kirchhoff migration
is employed using different permittivity values varying from
B.
A.










































































Fig. 4. The reconstructed images using both the modified Kirchhoff and
the RT migration for the case studies A) and B) illustrated in Figure 2. The
processing is based on circular measurements along the solid black lines.
ε ∈ [1, 18] and the scaled entropy F is then calculated for
each ε. From Figure 1 it is evident that the scaled entropy
is maximized near the proximity of the actual permittivity
supporting the validity of the proposed focal criterion (9). The
permittivity in the second example (B. in Figure 1) is slightly
overestimated (ε = 15 instead of ε = 14) due to the numerical
dispersion inherited in the FDTD-based synthetic data [60].
Numerical dispersion is more dominant in low velocity media
and thus it does not affect the first example (A. in Fig. 1).
From Fig. 1 it is also apparent that apart from the main
peak at ε ≈ 7, there is a smaller one at ε ≈ 17. The local
maximal are model-dependent fluctuations resulting from the
interpretation of multiple hyperbolas under a specific velocity
background as part of one hyperbola in a different velocity
medium. The suggested auto-focusing criterion is based on the
global maximum and model-dependent fluctuations and local
maximal should be ignored.
III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
Trees are complex media with different shapes and sizes
that often consist of five distinct layers [73], i.e. the bark, the
phlem, the cabdium cell layer, the sapwood (outer and inner)
and the heartwood [73], [74]. Regarding their dielectric proper-
ties, tree-layers can be seen as two-phased materials consisted
of water and foliage matter [43], [75]. Consequently, both
bipolar relaxation mechanisms (from water) and dispersion-
less components (from dry foliage) are expected to be present
within the trunk [74], [76], [77]. In that context, a complex
refractive index model (CRIM) [78] is suggested in [43] that
estimates the complex bulk permittivity of the layers based
on their water volumetric fraction. In order for the CRIM





Fig. 5. The investigated tree samples and their reconstructed internal structure
using the modified Kirchhoff and RT migration. The circumference of both
tree samples is approximately ≈ 35 − 45 cm. Circles indicate the positions
of the artificially drilled decay. The decay are filled with saturated sawdust to
simulate the liquid-filled chambers present in AOD-infected trees [43].
model to be compatible with FDTD, the bulk permittivity
is approximated with a single Debye pole [43] using the
hybrid optimization scheme proposed in [79]. Table I shows
the extended Debye media that are used to fit the resulting
complex permittivity for each layer. Similar to [43], the water
fraction and the resistivity for each layer are chosen such as
to resemblance a saturated hardwood or a semi-dry softwood
[31], [80].
Two numerical case studies are examined in this section
in order to assess the capabilities of the proposed approach
(see 2). In both examples, two complex-shaped decay with
different shapes and sizes are incorporated in the outer layers
of the trunk. Circular measurements are taken every two
degrees using a mono-static ideal Hertzian dipole with 1.5
GHz central frequency. The simulations are executed using
a TM-FDTD with ∆x = ∆y = 1 mm and ∆t = 2.357 ps
(Courant limit [60]). The Debye poles are implemented using
the polarization density method [81] and the boundaries of the
grid are truncated using the semi-implicit PML [72].
The first case study (see Figure 2) examines the capabilities
of the proposed methodology on detecting prominent decay
present on the outer sapwood. Prior to migration, a linear gain
and an SVD filter are applied to the raw data (pre-processing
step). The SVD filter is set to four eigenvalues. Using the
proposed auto-focusing criterion (9) for the permittivity range
ε = 1 − 26 , the bulk permittivity of the trunk has been



































































Fig. 6. The raw and processed data for the tree samples (A, B) illustrated in
Figure 5. The processing pipeline consists of zero-time removal, zero-offset
removal, linear gain and SVD filter removing the two dominant eigenvalues.
on that, the Kirchhoff migration has been applied assuming a
homogeneous medium with ε = 17. The RT migration has the
ability to incorporate any arbitrary permittivity distribution.
Thus, the shape of the trunk is implemented in the model
while keeping its interior homogeneous with ε = 17. Figure 4
illustrates the reconstructed internal structure of the trunk after
migration and post-processing (squared and smoothed using
Gaussian blur filter). It is evident that both of the decay and the
heartwood are accurately detected using the modified Kirch-
hoff migration. RT migration detects the investigated decay
and sufficiently maps the heartwood and the inner sapwood.
Nonetheless, the reconstructed image using RT migration is
corrupted with clutter distributed in the outer layers of the
trunk. The clutter is due to the un-filtered ringing noise and
cross-coupling phenomena which –as it is shown in Figure
4– do not seem to considerably affect the performance of the
modified Kirchhoff migration.
The second case study (see Figure 2) investigates the ability
of the current framework on detecting small decay as a
manifestation of early stages of EIDs. Detecting early decay
is particularly challenging due to the low signal to clutter ratio
making interpretation of Qrm problematic. In order to tackle
this, an SVD filter is applied prior to migration removing
the twelve most dominant eigenvalues. This exhaustive SVD
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Fig. 7. The scaled entropy for the two tree samples illustrated in Figure 5.
The global maximum occurs at ε ≈ 3 and ε ≈ 3.5 for the A and B sample
respectively.
approach should be applied with cautious since it filters-
out large targets and spatially correlated reflections resulting
from targets close to the centre of the trunk. Nonetheless,
it is necessary for the investigated case study in order to
further reduce ringing noise, enhance the weak reflections
from early decay and increase the overall signal to clutter
ratio. Similar to the first example, using the proposed auto-
focusing criterion for the permittivity range ε = 1 − 26,
the bulk permittivity of the tree is estimated approximately
ε ≈ 17 (see Figure 3) . Figure 4 illustrates the results using
both the modified Kirchhoff and RT migration. Indications for
the presence of two targets are given using both approaches.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that RT outperforms the modified
Kirchhoff migration providing with a more detailed and clear
reconstruction of the early decay.
IV. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
The proposed methodology is now tested on real measure-
ments collected at The Lord Faringdon Centre at the University
of West London (UWL). The two investigated trees are shown
in Figure 5. The tree-samples have approximately the same
size (diameter ≈ 35-45 cm) and contain artificially created
decay. The latter were filled with saturated sawdust in an
effort to simulate liquid-filled chambers, a typical symptom
of AOD [43]. All the artificially created decay extend par-
allel to the main axis of the trunks and orthogonal to the
curve of acquisition (T0). Circular measurements were taken
using the Aladdin 2 GHz hand-held CO antenna from IDS
GeoRadar (Part of Hexagon). Aladdin is a commercial dual-
polarized antenna that utilizes a wheel-based measuring device
to position each A-Scan. Therefore, an arc-parameterization
–as described in [43]– was used for positioning each A-
Scan on the irregular T0. The resulting scattering field from
a cylindrical target is maximized when the main axis of the
cylinder is aligned with the polarization of the antenna [82].
Therefore, in an effort to maximize the overall signal, the
antenna polarization chosen for the investigated case studies
was perpendicular to T0 and parallel to the artificial decay. The
raw data were subjected to time-zero correction, zero-offset
removal, linear-gain and an SVD filter (pre-processing step).
The SVD filter was set to two dominant eigenvalues. Figure
6 illustrates the raw and processed data for the investigated
case studies. In order to further enhance the post-migrated
signal and facilitate interpretation, the reconstructed Q(rm)
is squared and smoothed using a Gaussian blur filter (post-
processing step).
The tree sample used for the first case study is shown on the
right side of Fig. 5. Two cylindrical holes were drilled with
three centimeter diameter. For the second case study (left side
of Figure 5), one decay with two centimeter diameter and
two decay with four centimeter diameter were drilled. The
tree samples were relatively dry and the bulk permittivities
(estimated using the suggested auto-focussing criterion for
the range ε = 1 − 10) are ε = 3.5 and ε = 4 for the
first (A) and the second (B) sample respectively (see Fig.
7). Figure 5 shows the reconstructed decay using both RT
and the modified Kirchhoff migration. It is apparent that the
suggested detection scheme manages to adequately reconstruct
the artificial decay in a clear, efficient and semi-automatic
manner. Clutter is sufficiently repressed and both large and
early decay are clearly detectable. Similar to the numerical
experiments discussed in the previous section, the modified
Kirchhoff migration is not affected by the remaining ringing
noise while RT migration produces minor artifacts near the
surface of the trunk.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Through numerical and laboratory experiments we have
supported the premise that common-offset (CO) ground pene-
trating radar (GPR) has the potential to become a coherent
tool for early detection of tree-decay as a manifestation
of emerging infectious diseases (EIDs). A novel processing
scheme is described that uses a scaled Kirchhoff and a reverse-
time migration in order to effectively evaluate the internal
structure of the tree subject to a homogeneous velocity.
The latter is estimated using a modified focal criterion that
calculates the bulk permittivity based on the sharpness of the
migrated image. The proposed framework can be applied in
a straightforward manner using any commercial GPR system
with minimum computational and operational requirements in
the field. This makes it particularly appealing for large-scale
forestry applications and is a step forward to commercializa-
tion of GPR as a diagnostic tool against EIDs.
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